
Social Commerce Solutions

Simplify
92% Increase in registration rates

Streamline your registration and checkout with 

best practice social login tools.

Engage
Increase open rates by 42% 

Customize your email marketing messages for 

higher engagement with our easy to use big data 

solution.

Convert
By adding our easy to install technology, 

merchants have improved conversion and cart 

abandonment rates by 23%
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Social Login
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Increase registration rates by over 90%

Increase conversion rates between 18-23%

Increase time on site and page views by almost double

Improve cart abandonment rates up to 26%

Increase basket value

“The technology was very easy to install, we witnessed 

immediate results using SoClever’s solutions”

Scott Pendelbury CEO and Founder of Renovator store

Access to all social networks in one simple technical solution



Gain Customer Insights
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Gender

Birthday

Email

Phone number

Likes

Interests

SoClever’s Social Tools increases conversion rates and lowers cart abandonment by enhancing your user’s 
experience, especially on a mobile device.

Collect 20+ data points including:

Location

Home Town

Aress

Professional Industry

Work History

Profile Picture

Friends List

Followers

Revenue Spend

Relationship Status

Languages Spoken

and more

Customer Insights

Collecting valuable information from your 

customers is key to gaining a better 

understanding, our social login tools makes 

that easier than ever.

One click and collect up to 20+ data points

Customer Engagement

Collecting valuable information from your 

customers is key to gaining a better 

understanding, our social login tools makes 

that easier than ever.

Increased Revenue

SoClever supercharges your existing marketing 

efforts as your messaging is more engaging 

and relevant, it also highlights new and exciting 

untapped future income streams.
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Not All Social Sharing Is Created Equal

SoClever Sharing
Reliable tracking and reporting (API)

Simple to use interface

Share and win referral campaigns

Run onsite competitions

Drive free traffic and revenue
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JavaScript
Latest Asynchronous JavaScript technology

Improve site loading time

Increase SEO

Customizable icons

Or upload own button designs

Low devolvement costs to load onto site



SoClever Drives Revenue
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Find and reward brand champions

Referral campaigns

Track who is sharing

Thank you pages capture a customer at their highest point of trust, having 
just completed a purchase. An opportune time to engage social sharing and 
drive new transactions.

Call to Action Sharing

1. Offer an incentive for your customers to win by sharing your business or 
promo item to their preferred social network. 

2. Track who shared and what sales where generated from those social shares 
easily working out your ROI.

Choose a Call to Action Pop Up

SoClever sharing benefits include:

Analyze referral traffic back to site

Track and compare social network engagement levels

+++ many more



Social Reporting Made Easy
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Overview
SoClever’s dashboard quick view provides 

easy to read information over a 7 to 30 

day period or customize your own date 

range Data like total sign ups, traffic 

referred, total shares,

revenue generated, demographic data like 

age, gender and relationships status.

Customizable
Dive deeper into information provided by our 

dashboard. Easily customize these reports 

for your business to enable your email and 

digital marketing efforts to be much more 

effective.

Revenue Growth
Tracking that is easily viewed on 

SoClevers dashboard enables our 

merchants to run referral campaigns and 

enable peer to peer marketing. These 

campaigns and optimizing marketing 

efforts results in an increase in revenue 

growth for your business



Technical Specifications
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Plugins & SDK

We support all major platforms like Magento

and Wordpress. Our SDK is open source and 

customizable allowing seamless integrating.

Updates

Lower ongoing developer support required, as 

our extension updates automatically 

whenever a social network updates their own 

social login. No need for ongoing support by 

internal developer team.

Social Networks

We support all major Social Networks like 

Facebook, Google+, Twitter, Instagram, 

WhatsApp, Yahoo, Microsoft, PayPal and 

more. One solution for all Social Networks for 

your site!

“Very happy with this module, makes the customer sign up process simple and shortens the sign up process. After 2 days of installing 

SoClever on 6 client’s sites, we have already noticed an increase in sales and sign ups”

“Great plugin. Very easy to use and adjust look and feel for my site.”

“This is a great bolt on for my website. Social login and sharing all in one, heaps of features and lots of ability to customize. Well worth a try”

Reviews from our customers:

Customizable Buttons

Choose from 10+ pre-loaded styles of sharing 

buttons, or choose to use your own designs

Support

Developer support provided to our clients if 

required.

Asynchronous JavaScript

Our dashboard/plugin allows you to use 

asynchronous JavaScript for better UX and 

improved site speed.



Get Started Today
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1

Contact
Your Developer

Singapore Office

10 Anson Road,

#32-15 International Plaza,

Singapore 079903

No contracts. Turn reporting on and off when required.

Sydney Office

Level 5,46 Market Street,

Sydney, NSW-2000

Australia

2

Create a
Free Account

3

Load
Software

4

Choose
Reporting Package


